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What moved the markets 
Equity markets climbed higher throughout 
the month of July primarily due to a strong 
earnings season. During the week of July 
13th, equity markets posted the biggest 
weekly gain since the lows of March as 
the S&P/TSX gained 6.4% and the S&P 
500 gained 6.9% following the 
release of better than expected 
earnings from Goldman Sachs 
(GS), Intel (INTC) and Baxter 
(BAX). While the majority 
of companies that reported 
earnings this month either 
met or exceeded analysts 
expectations, the main driver 
was cost-cutting as opposed 
to revenue growth. Greater 
confidence about corporate 
earnings and an economic 
recovery pushed the U.S. 
dollar to its lowest level of 2009 
as investors turned to more 
risky investments instead of 
the safety of the greenback. 
Meanwhile, the U.S. dollar and 
its role as a reserve currency 
prompted debate by China, 
India, Russia, and France 
earlier this month ahead of the 
G8 Summit in Italy.  

A weak U.S. dollar, higher equity 
markets, and higher commodity prices 
pushed the Canadian dollar to a  
10-month high, which the Bank of 
Canada cited as a threat to the country’s 
growth. The Bank of Canada promised 
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to maintain its key lending rate at 0.25% until Q2/2010, made 
slight upward revisions to its GDP estimates and declared that 
the recession in Canada was over. Canada received positive 
economic data during the month as June unemployment 
figures and May retail sales were both better than expected 
and consumer confidence in July increased 0.8 points to reach 
82.9. Unfavorable news came near the end of the month as the 
number of people receiving regular employment insurance 
benefits jumped 9.2% to 778,700 in May – the highest level 
since 1997.

The U.S. was not as fortunate with regards to positive 
economic data. While U.S. new home sales increased by 11.0% 
in June (versus expectations of 3.0%), June unemployment 
figures came in worse than expected (-467K versus 
expectations of -350K) and July consumer confidence declined 
to 46.6 (versus expectations of 49.0). Despite these figures, 
Federal Reserve Chairman Bernanke expressed optimism 
about the U.S. economy and made upward revisions to GDP 
estimates. He also stated that the Fed is planning a long-term 
“exit strategy” that would eventually tighten monetary policy. 
Microsoft (MSFT) and Yahoo (YHOO) signed a long-awaited 
10-year agreement aimed at targeting Google’s dominance in 
the online ad market.   

a Closer look – the rise of the Canadian dollar   
On July 27th the Canadian dollar reached a 10-month of $1.0779/
USD. We discuss below the main drivers behind this increase.   

Optimism about an economic recovery

July’s strong earnings season and positive economic indicators 
signaled to investors that the recession was easing and 
that a global economic recovery appeared to be underway. 
Comments by the Bank of Canada further supported this 
sentiment as it declared that Canada was no longer in a 
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recession and had entered into a long recovery stage. The 
Canadian dollar strengthened over optimism that Canada will 
be one of the first developed economies to emerge from this 
recession.  

Weak U.S. dollar and high commodity prices:  

On July 28th, the U.S. Dollar Index, which tracks the U.S. dollar 
against a basket of currencies including the EUR, JPY, GBP, 
CAD, CHF and SEK, fell to its lowest level in 2009. This has 
impacted the Canadian currency in two ways: 

1)  Optimism about an economic recovery, as explained above, 
has led investors to abandon the safety of the greenback 
in exchange for more risky, high-yielding assets such as 
commodities. This has strengthened the Canadian dollar as 
it is a commodity-based currency.  

 2)  Commodity prices were also pushed higher this month due 
to the declining performance of the U.S. dollar against the 
major global currencies. Since gold and oil are priced in U.S. 
dollars, it becomes cheaper for foreign investors to purchase 
these commodities when the U.S. dollar weakens.   

Canada is a producer of many key commodities, including oil 
and gold, which account for over 50% of its export revenue. 
As a result, the Canadian dollar tends to rise and fall with 
commodity prices. Commodity prices, particularly for oil 
and gold, also increased this month as investors anticipated 
stronger global demand for commodities due to an imminent 
economic recovery. Rising prices strengthened the Canadian 
dollar and further increased demand for both Canadian 
commodities and equities.  

Consequences of a strong Canadian dollar 

While a strong Canadian currency increases the purchasing 
power of Canadian consumers, it has potentially negative 
consequences for Canadian businesses. The Bank of Canada 
has warned that a strong Canadian dollar will have a negative 
impact on growth in Canada. More specifically, a strong 
Canadian dollar makes it difficult for Canadian exporters 
since their goods become more expensive for global buyers to 
purchase. This is particularly an important issue for U.S. and 
Canada trade relations since Canada exports approximately 
70% of its goods to the U.S.  
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key takeaWays: 

For the month of July, economic data was more favorable for Canada than it was for the U.S. In Canada, employment figures, retail 
sales, and housing starts all exceeded analyst expectations.  While new home sales exceeded analyst expectations in the U.S., consumer 
confidence and unemployment figures were weaker than expected. These figures illustrate that the recession may be easing more quickly 
in Canada than in the U.S.


